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NEW FAMILY PROMISE UPDATE - APRIL 5, 2020 
 
 
Just last week I was able to tell you about what Family Promise is working on as it 
relates to hosting their clients still in the program. As you well know, our church plays a 
very big role and have supported Family Promise with our volunteer work for over ten 
years.   
 
Joyce Marcum, Director of Family Promise has spoken with Thom Lamb, the senior 
pastor of Grace Presbyterian. They have graciously agreed to let Family Promise use 
their annex house for their shelter in place until the current families have been safely 
housed. Family Promise will be having two families stay at the Grace house and two will 
be staying at the day center. This is necessary as they have four families right now and 
only three bedrooms at the house. They have spoken to the families and they 
understand what the remainder of their time will look like. They still need from all of us 
is to continue as usual with a few changes.   
 
First, they will not need an overnight host. The families that will be staying at the house 
will have a vehicle in case of emergencies as will the families at the day center. They 
will also not need a van driver. When it is our week, we ask that the meal hosts bring 
food to both locations for the families. The hosts will not need to stay with the 
families. They are welcome to drop the food at the front door for them and go ahead 
and leave. 
 
Again, Family Promise will not be bringing in new families as the current families 
exit. Family Promise will be waiting until everyone is housed and will reassess at that 
time.   
 
This is a difficult time for everyone and with the extension of social distancing, it is even 
harder for them to carry on as usual. Family Promise is asking that we continue to pray 
for their families and their journey as well as for each other as they go through this 
unknown situation.   
 
The shelter in place will begin this Sunday. I know our hosting week is still a long way 
out, but this is my way of keeping our SUMC members informed with one of our local 
outreach organizations that we hold dearly to our heart.   
 
May you have a Blessed Day and continue to pray for those in need.   
 


